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BUMBLE BOOKS

BUMBLE BOOKS

PENGUIN AND BEAR by Deidre Matthee & Maria Lebedeva
World except English (SA), Afrikaans & Turkish
Penguin and Bear are friends. They do not need many words; they
understand each other. They like playing together; running, exploring,
jumping and tumbling - especially if it involves sticks and water! They also
enjoy football and breakdancing and they are really good at eating cookies.

275 x 210 / 32 pages

285 x 210 / 32 pages

THE BIG RESCUE
Janina Pechova
World except English (SA) & Afrikaans
Puppy, the youngest of the wild dog pups was
not allowed to leave home on his own. But
one morning he sneaked out before anybody
noticed. He had a great time running and
playing in the bush. Exhausted, he dozed off
for a while. When he woke up, he was all
alone.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MU’S WOLF PROBLEM
Maria Lebedeva
World except English (SA) & Afrikaans
Mu is home all alone and afraid to be
all by herself. What's more, she can
hear
scratching
and
sighing!
Whatever can it be? Is it a WOLF
perhaps? Maria’s work captures
moments,
memories,
and
observations from life, which are
mixed with folk-tale influences.

.

THE WOODCUTTER’S DREAM
Shelley Maisel & Cheryl Neave
World except English (SA) & Afrikaans
Joe the woodcutter stood beneath a
tree. It was so tall, so strong, so full of
life. He was there to cut the tree
down. The birds didn’t know, the tree
didn’t know, but he knew. An insightful
book about the importance of preserving
nature, trees and replanting them for
future generations.

285 x 210 / 32 pages

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

210 x 210 / 32 pages

COMPANHIAS DAS LETRINHAS

COMPANHIAS DAS LETRINHAS

ANIMALS’ ELECTION by André Rodrigues, Larissa Ribeiro, Paula Desgualdo
& Pedro Markun

AND THAT IS HOW I BEFRIENDED DARKNESS by Emicida & Aldo Fabrini

The animals couldn’t stop talking about one thing: The Lion had diverted the
water from the river to build a swimming pool in his front burrow. This was
the last straw. Outraged, the animals started to question whether the Lion
should really be the king of the forest.
205 x 205 / 48 pages

A powerful reflection on fear - a nosy guy enters without warning and in our
ears he whispers a thousand stories about monsters and bandits. He helps us
be cautious. Courage is the one who tells Fear to calm down and reminds us
that we have nerve, we have a soul.

203 x 206 / 48 pages

World except Portuguese, English, Spanish, Catalan, Japanese, Korean, Complex
Chinese, Greek, Italian, Estonian, Polish, Romanian, Russian, Czech, Hebrew,
German & Turkish

World except Portuguese

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FROM MY WINDOW by Otávio Júnior & Vanina Starkoff
World except Portuguese & English
A poetic book that presents life in a favela in Rio de Janeiro from a child’s
positive perspective. The colourful collage illustrations depict features,
gestures, objects, animals, people and lives as the narrator sees them from
the window. An invitation to observe, absorb and think. Otávio Júnior
opened the first libraries in the favelas of Complexo da Penha and Complexo
do Alemão—where he was born.

BLACKBERRIES
Emicida & Aldo Fabrini
World except Portuguese
A powerful book that celebrates the importance
of accepting ourselves as part of the world and
being proud of who we are – a celebration of
being a person of colour. Emiciada is one of
today’s most influential Brazilian rappers.

203 x 206 / 48 pages

205 x 205 / 48 pages

DWUKROPEK

FABLE FACTORY SERIES by José Roberto Torero & Marcus Aurelius Pimenta
World except Portuguese
An interactive and inspiring series (9 titles) that invites readers to choose the
path the story will take. In LITTLE COLOURFUL RIDING HOODS, there are six
different girls - little riding hoods of many colours - inviting young readers to
invent their own way of traveling through the woods.

TOSIA & JULEK BOARD BOOK SERIES by Magdalena Boćko-Mysiorska & Dorota
Prończuk World except Polish
Follow twins Tosia and Julek in daily situations and watch how differently
they react. The author, who is also a pedagogue and therapist, writes with
great sensitivity about matters that some parents can find challenging: how
to deal with potty training, how differently children react to water, and how
to handle anger in a child.
230 x 270 / 19 pages

230 x 270 / 32 pages

COMPANHIAS DAS LETRINHAS

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

270 x 360 / 64 pages

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THE HISTORY OF THE EARTH IN 100 WORDS
Gilles Eduar
World except Portuguese (Br) & Simplified Chinese
Gilles Eduar traces a path starting with the Big
Bang, exploring the age of the dinosaurs and going
as far as the first homo sapiens. Children of any
age can make good use of this book, including
teachers and parents who are interested in this
fascinating topic.

THE POWER OF EMOTIONS SERIES
Katarzyna Miller & Katarzyna Nowowiejska
World except Polish
Kate has been waiting a long time for "Kite Day"
with great impatience. Recently the sun has
been hiding behind the clouds but today the sun
flooded the room and Kate felt a sudden surge
of JOY. Joy is a great feeling and many different
things can trigger this feeling.

190 x 190 / 32 pages

US: AN ANTHOLOGY OF INDIGENOUS TALES
Mauricio Negro
World except Portuguese
Ten stories about some of the indigenous peoples
of Brazil and Latin America - filled with fantastical
elements that take the reader to a world in which
rivers, trees and waterfalls have their own powers
and where nothing is impossible. A captivating
read!

155 x 225 / 144 pages

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DWUKROPEK

230 x 270 / 32 pages

POLA ON THE BEACH
Gabriela Rzepecka-Weiß & Magdalena KoziełNowak
World except Polish
Pola already knows the SIX RULES NOT TO GET
LOST so she will definitely not get lost during a
family trip to the beach. But how can she have a
nice and safe time on the beach? How do you relax
and have fun without disturbing others? Sequel to
POLA GETS LOST.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OVER THE CLOUDS
Karolina Szopa
World except Polish
A picture book about the importance of
spending time with family. Staying away
from the TV, computer or mobile screens
can be a difficult exercise. Winner of “Best
Designed Book - Let’s Start with the
Children.”
230 x 270 / 32 pages

THE SEED by Ewa Podleś-Virette
World except Polish
Would you like to find out about seeds - what they look like, how they are
used as spices (kitchen, cafe), how they are sold (market) or processed (oils)?
An informative book for the whole family.

208 x 288 / 32 pages

DWUKROPEK

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THE GREAT MUSICIANS - GREAT PEOPLE SERIES by Marcin Jamkowski
& Maciej Szymanowicz/Karol Banach
World except Polish, Czech & Simplified Chinese
THE GREAT PEOPLE is a series dedicated to prominent figures in
world history. Also in the series: THE GREAT EXPLORERS, THE GREAT
INVENTORS & THE GREAT SCIENTISTS.
250 x 290 / 128 pages

IMAGNARY HOUSE

200 x 200 / 38 pages

THE CHALK GIRAFFE
Kirsty Paxton & Megan Lötter
World except English (SA & NA), Afrikaans & Korean
What if your drawings magically came to life only
to have the character turn out to be a demanding
art critic! We follow an imaginative child who
draws a giraffe out of chalk and is surprised when
her creation comes to life.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

210 x 297 / 38 pages

WHAT A WONDERFUL WORLD THIS CAN BE by Mary-An
World except English (SA), Afrikaans & Turkish
A warm picture book that celebrates diversity around us. Children can
delight in discovering the incredible animals of the world, different people
and cultures, and learn about what it means to be kind.

BONBON AND BLANKET by Emily Child
World except English (SA) & Afrikaans
Bonbon and Blanket were firmest of friends from the moment they found
each other. Bonbon was tiny and in need of some warmth; Blanket was a soft
cosy cover. One day they were all on a picnic and Bonbon was down by the
lake when a dog snatched Blanket and tried to make its escape.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LISTEN TO YOUR DIDDALUM
Emily Child & Maria Lebedeva
World except English (SA), Afrikaans, German &
Japanese
The Diddalum is something that everyone has deep
within themselves. It comes from inside between
your chest and your tummy. Sometimes it makes you
strong or makes you want to sing. And sometimes it
helps you say “I’m sure” even if you aren’t.

200 x 200 / 40 pages

IMAGNARY HOUSE

KINNERET ZMORA DVIR PUBLISHING

KINNERET ZMORA DVIR PUBLISHING

200 x 200/ 20 pages

WHO INVENTED SCHOOL?
Shoham Smith & Einat Tsarfati
World except Hebrew, Korean, Simplified &
Complex Chinese
Soon you will go to school for the first time. This
book will tell you about who invented school, when
and why. What did school look like in the past? Do
all the schools around the world look the same?

An entertaining and important book for the
whole family.

255 x 195 / 80 pages

SOPHIE AND DRU IN THE PLAYGROUND by Dvora Busheri & Noa Kelner
World except Hebrew
Dru is on the swing in the playground when Sophie comes by and asks her to
play. But there’s not enough room for two on the swing. A clever and
charming board book series about children’s interactions on the playground.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DEAR DIARY
Iris Boim-Ronen & Michal Bonano
World except Hebrew
A unique book to guide and help us write our own
diaries through a variety of fun and creative
activities. Explore, discover and document many
aspects of daily life. “Who are your best friends
and what will they look like in twenty years’ time?
What book did you last read and couldn’t put
down?” An inspiring book that encourages selfdiscovery!

169 x 230 / 96 pages

200 x 200 / 20 pages
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

270 x 240 / 40 pages

A UNICORN: THE RHINOCEROS KIND by Orit Gidali & Omer Hoffmann
World except Hebrew
On Lizzie’s birthday, Mum ordered her a present on the internet – Surprise!
A unicorn! Lizzie looked at her friends; her friends looked at the unicorn.
“That’s not exactly a unicorn…” Lizzie said. “It’s…” “It’s what?” asked Mum.
She sounded tense.

TOTO AND FRIENDS SERIES
Orit Bergman
World except Hebrew & Simplified Chinese
A totally charming series featuring the elephant
Toto and his friends in daily interactions: playing
hide and seek, going to the beach and eating ice
cream. Orit Bergman manages to create a
children’s world depicting everyday situations
familiar to children.

KÓKINOS EDITORIAL

MUMMY, TIME TO SLEEP! by Hilit Blum & Vali Mintzi
World except Hebrew & Japanese
Amelia is not ready for bed yet. She doesn’t want to put on pyjamas, lie
down or go to sleep. After running after her, Amelia’s mother sits down
for a bit to rest and slowly lies down comfortably. Amelia brings her a
blanket and her teddy bear to keep her mum comfortable. A charming
story and mother-child sleeping game - perfect as a bedtime story.

BABAÏ’S GARDEN by Mandana Sadat
World except Spanish, Catalan, French, Portuguese (Portugal) & Italian
A story can start at the beginning, reach the end and then retrace its steps and
be told in a different way. To enjoy this trip, just follow Babaï, the little lamb
who decided one day to make a garden in the desert of Iran.

tbc x tbc / tbc pages

245 x 260 / 32 pages

KINNERET ZMORA DVIR PUBLISHING

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A LUCKY MEETING by Allison Ofanansky & Rotem Teplow
World except Hebrew & English (NA)
Miriam sits in her courtyard and watches the sky turn dark above the
rooftops of Fez. When three stars twinkle overhead, Passover ends and
another holiday—Mimouna—begins. Miriam can’t wait to sink her teeth
into the paper-thin pancakes. But they don’t have any flour!

270 x 210 / 32 pages

THREE KOOCHOOLOOS WITHOUT A STORY
Mandana Sadat
World except Spanish, Catalan & English (World
except NA)
Once upon a time there were three Koochooloos
without a story. They lived in the air - off love,
fresh water and above all ‘cherryflies’. One
day Chikette said, “We can’t carry on like this, we
don’t have a story!” So all three Koochooloos went
in search of a story...

305 x 215 / 48 pages

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THE PRESENT
Gabriela Keselman & Prat Montserrat
World except Spanish & Catalan
Mr and Mrs Goodparents sat in the Thinking
Armchair. Their son, little Mikey’s, birthday
was very important. They had to pick a present.
But they couldn’t think of anything. So they
stopped thinking and went to find the very
person whom this concerned.

275 x 255 / 36 pages

205 x 205 / 44 pages

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NUBEOCHO EDICIONES

World except Spanish & Catalan

170 x 170 / 16 pages

I’m so hungry! I could eat some of my fruit… I have one pear, one pineapple, one
strawberry and one banana. But wait a minute! Who ate all my fruit? Lift the flaps
and discover who ate all of Cat’s fruit! Also in the series – WHO ATE MY CAKE?

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

275 x 255 / 44 pages

THE INCREDIBLE SHIP OF CAPTAIN SKIP
Alicia Acosta & Cecilia Moreno
World except Spanish, Catalan, Italian &English
Join Captain Skip and his crew on their
amazing journey across the seas. But first,
you’ll make your own paper ship with easy-tofollow instructions! Through their adventure,
their ship will be damaged. At the same time,
you’ll be tearing off pieces of your paper ship
with, in the end, a nice surprise!

THE STORY OF BALDOMERA
Enrique G. Ballesteros, Ismael F. Arias & Ayesha
L. Rubio World except Spanish & Catalan
Every time Ismael left for work, Baldomera felt a
bit sad. But he always returned a few days later.
Then a long time passed without any sign of
Ismael. Where could her best friend be? Inspired
by a true story - millions of people touched by the
tears of Baldomera after the confinement.

240 x 290 / 44 pages

WHO ATE MY FRUIT? BOARD BOOK by Canizales

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THE UGLIEST MONSTER IN THE WORLD by Luis Amavisca & Erica Salcedo
World except Spanish & Catalan
We’re trying to decide who is the ugliest monster in the world. What do you
think? Maybe we should let the mirror decide – one, two three… AHHHH!

250 x 250 / 40 pages

NUBEOCHO EDICIONES

NUBEOCHO EDICIONES

NUBEOCHO EDICIONES

World except Spanish, Catalan, Italian & English
(UK/US) CO-EDITION OPPORTUNITY.

It’s the middle of the night but Sam can’t sleep.
Sam asks several animals, but none of them
have a clue why. Will the tiger be angry when
Sam wakes her up to ask? What about the
crocodile or the gazelle?

THE EMOTION-O-METER OF DR. CROC
by Susanna Isern & Mónica Carretero
275 x 255/ 44 pages

SAM CAN’T SLEEP
Davide Cali & Anna Aparicio Català

World except Spanish, Catalan, Italian, English (UK/US), Croatian, Korean, Simplified & Complex
Chinese, Polish, Turkish, Russian & Ukrainian.

The definitive manual to help understand, measure and control emotions. Learn
about the ten basic emotions with the use of Dr. Croc’s greatest invention: the
EMOTION-O-METER. The FEELIES and CROC will explain how we are feeling with this
wheel of emotions.
245 x 260 / 100 pages

BERTA’S BOXES
Dario Alvisi & Amélie Graux
World except Spanish, Catalan, Italian, English &
Korean
Berta is the perfect kid. She’s tidy, she never
throws a tantrum, she never cries… Whenever she
feels overwhelmed, she opens one of her boxes of
emotions and puts tears, fear and anger inside. But
what would happen if one day, she loses control?

275 x 255 / 44 pages

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A SONG FOR EACH EMOTION
Susanna Isern & Mónica Carretero
World except Spanish, Catalan, Ukrainian,
Italian & Polish.
Shall we sing the song of joy, sadness, jealousy,
envy, fear, surprise, love, disgust or shame? Ah!
And, of course, we also have a song for our
great researcher, Inspector Drilo. And another
one for the Emotionometer!

275 x 255 / 60 pages

THIS POOP IS MINE by Gusti
World except Spanish, Catalan, Italian, English (UK/USA), Dutch & Korean
Just as he did every morning, George the dog, went out into the garden and
left a little present. Just as she did every morning, Lola, a very flitty fly, went
out to buzz around and stretch her wings. Lola fly loves poop. So does Fiona
the fly. But Lola saw it first! Who will get to call the great big poop their own?

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

250 x 250 / 40 pages

OLIKA FӦRLAG

OLIKA FӦRLAG
KEEPING UP WITH FOOTBALL by Jennifer Wegerup & Jenny Karlsson
World except Swedish
Straightforwardly explained by journalist and football-expert Jennifer
Wegerup, this book will not leave a stone unturned when it comes to football.
The first book in the new series OLIKA Facts, a concept that will explore
different subjects, told in a fun way for both children and adults.

SHOOTING STARS IN DINOSAUR LAND
Sara Berg, Karin Frimodig & Sanna Borell
World except Swedish, Danish & Korean
The friends in Dinosaur Land try to catch stars
strewn across the sky. But what happens when
the sky gets empty? A magical world where
dinosaurs collect stars, which portrays conflict
resolution and encourages diplomacy.

185 x 185 / 36 pages

180 x 270 / 270 pages

TAKE CHARGE: BECAUSE IT WORKS
Leone Milton, Marie Tomičić & Emili Svensson
World except Swedish, Russian & Ukrainian
What happens when you start to think of the
good things about yourself instead of the
other way around? The more you understand
how you work, the easier it becomes to choose
what’s important and what feels good.

210 x 210 / 296 pages

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ALL THE COURAGE by Lisa Broberg (9-12)
World except Swedish
Rakel’s friends are the best at keeping secrets. Yet,
she can’t tell them everything. Nour lives in
Västervik with her new family and Rakel and Tove
remain in Stockholm. All the best places are there –
the graveyard and the place for guitar lessons. Home
is good too, of course, even if they don’t have a
hamster. Just tired fish in a tank. And a secret that
weighs several tons.

135 x 210 / 192 pages

THE PIRATES & THE GHOSTLY SHIPWRECK
Karin Frimodig, Sara Berg & Maria Poll
World except Swedish
Our beloved pirates are back! In this third title,
the pirates stumble across alluring sirens. They
are known to have tricked a pirate or two to
their demise... How will they get out of these
troubles when they've all lost their heads?

185 x 185 / 32 pages

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BODY’S ABC
Lina Boozon Ekberg, Eva Emmelin, Linda Madsen
& Alaya Vindelman
World except Swedish
The Body's ABC is an ABC book about the human
body, offering descriptions and explanations of a
number of bodily functions, emotions and parts.
Fun and educational.

210 x 210 / 56 pages

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPLASH by Fanny Robin & Barbara Rothen
World except French
On the riverbank we can see lots of animals and unexpected characters: a
unicorn sipping mint water, a pirate and a lovely mermaid. When children’s
imaginations overflow, bath time can be a real adventure.

CONTI-CONTA by Coralie Saudo & Mélanie Grandgirard
World except French
Famous fairy-tale characters meet throughout the stories that the reader
invents combining the cut-out pages as they wish. An innovative mix-andmatch picture book to discover and rediscover well-known classics. 4096
possible options!

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MESSY HAIR BOARD BOOK by Sandra Le Guen & Marjorie Béal
World except French
In this sequel to LES PIEDS EN EVENTAIL, young readers can learn everything
about different types of hair. Juliette’s hair likes hair clips and hair bands and
Aminata’s hair is the colour of cocoa like her skin. Soon HANDS AND EYES.

318 x 180 / 40 pages

ORSO EDITIONS (Les P’tits Bérets)

180 x 180 / 24 pages

ORSO EDITIONS (Les P’tits Bérets)

180 x 180 / 20 pages

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OUR FRIENDS - FULL STOP, COMMAS by Coralie Saudo & Mayana Itoïz
World except French
The inverted commas love to chat and they have invited all their
punctuation friends. This book offers an exceptional approach to learning
punctuation with humour and stories that make it easier for young readers
to understand and remember the role and use of punctuation. Also in the
series MY WORLD FROM A TO Z and MY CLASSROOM FROM 1 TO 1000.

230 x 300 / 44 pages

A COLLECTION OF FEET BOARD BOOK
Sandra Le Guen & Marjorie Béal
World except French & Simplified Chinese
Charlotte’s feet can’t stand wearing boots and
Grandma’s feet like to look pretty. A collection
of feet from family members or friends in a
colourful world.

180 x 180 / 20 pages

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THE THOUGHTS CATCHER by Juliette Parachini-Deny & Léo Méar
World except French
Mr. Edmond lived alone on a small island. Every morning he would open his
shutters, watch the ocean, and listen to the wind. Mr. Edmond was a very
good fisherman – he did not catch fish but rather thoughts and ideas. When
he was bored, he would take his fishing rod and sit by the water.

INCREDIBLE STORIES by Olivier Dupin & Séverinne Duchesne
World except French
“This morning on the radio, I heard an incredible story – an American
hamster inherited one hundred million dollars. It is the richest hamster in
the world. Nobody contested!” A thought-provoking book about how we
process information.

185 x 265 / 32 pages

ORSO EDITIONS (Les P’tits Bérets)

185 x 265 / 32 pages

ORSO EDITIONS (Les P’tits Bérets)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THE REFUGE by Sandra Le Guen & Stéphane Nicolet
World except French, English, Korean, Portuguese (Brazil) & Turkish
One day a new girl joined the class. She came from a country at war and
arrived on a boat with her parents and her young sister. The stars guided her
during her long journey. A touching and empowering story about
immigration and tolerance from the point of view of a child who meets an
immigrant for the first time.
185 x 265 / 32 pages

FRIDA KAHLO by Marion Besnard & Quitterie Laborde
World except French
Frida Kahlo is a perfect addition to the MY HEROINES SERIES - featuring strong
and independent women who have marked history. Each title focusses on a
specific moment in these women’s lives and is rich in information and facts
that have been checked by history specialists.

160 x 230 / 48 pages

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PAIKE JA PILV

THE WOODPECKER by Ülo Pikkov & Anne Pikkov
World except Estonian, Spanish & Latvian
The forest was quiet when suddenly there was a sound of hard knocking.
The birds and animals were scared. Who makes this kind of noise?
Eventually, they found a small woodpecker tapping on an old maple tree and
the woodpecker wouldn’t stop. A story about educating and living in a
community by the illustrator of WHAT HAPPENED TO THE CROCODILE.

WHERE DID YOU FIND IT? by Urmas Reinmaa & Ulla Saar
World except Estonian
A stunning picture book about a young girl, Anni, who keeps finding lost items
and goes in search of their owners and experiences new encounters on her
way. Ulla is a talented illustrator who lives in Estonia in a little grey wooden
house with her son and her cat.
250 x 250 / 40 pages

200 x 200 / 44 pages

PAIKE JA PILV

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

170 x 240 / 40 pages

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE CROCODILE? By Marina Moskvina & Anne Pikkov
World except Estonian, Spanish, Catalan, Italian, Simplified Chinese &
Romanian
On the ground, there is an egg. The shell cracks and Crocodile freezes as a
tiny bird with a yellow beak comes out. Despite the pressure from his peers,
Crocodile decides to look after Birdie. A powerful story about tolerance and
diversity with wonderful illustrations.

MUMMY’S DRAGON by Piret Jaaks & Marju Tammik
World except Estonian, Slovenian & Croatian
A dragon lives inside my mummy. Sometimes, it breathes fire – like when I
drip jam on the floor or spill a mug of hot cocoa in bed or cut a hole in
mummy’s ball gown. The dragon doesn’t like it when I have those accidents,\
so it comes out and roars. A beautiful book about the relationship between
a mother and a child through the eyes of a child and how they both learn to
deal with their emotions.
210 x 250 / 32 pages

PAIKE JA PILV

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A LITTLE LOVE STORY
Tia Navi & Kadi Kumera
World except Estonian, Romanian &
Korean
The right-hand mitten had fallen out of
the other pocket and was now lying on
the cold, snow-crusted pavement. It
knew what happens to mittens who are
left on their own. Every mitten must
have a partner!
200 x 200 / 32 pages

STAY HERE PÄRT! SERIES (5 titles) by Anti Saar & Anna Ring
World except Estonia, Polish, Latvian, Danish & Russian
Pärt and his dad have finished shopping and are queuing to pay. Suddenly,
Dad notices that he has forgotten something. “Stay here, Pärt!” says Dad.
But the line is moving fast and Pärt has to put things on the conveyer belt. A
series about uncomfortable situations familiar to all children.

160 x 210 / 32 pages

AH HA!
Els Heinsalu & Kristi Kangilaski
World except Estonian & Danish
A curious child just loves to ask
questions. “What? Why? How? If?” What
do scientists say when they finally get an
answer to their problem? “Ah Ha!”, of
course. An insight into how Archimedes,
Galilei, Aristotle, Newton, and Fahlberg
made their discoveries.

200 x 200 / 44 pages

PAIKE JA PILV

REDHOUSE KIDZ

ZERO WASTE by Sima Özkan & Zeynep Özatalay
World except Turkish, Portuguese (Brazil), Greek, Korean, Simplified
Chinese & Romanian
On the first day of school, Deniz is surprised to see that one of
his classmates is drinking from a glass bottle. When the teacher asks about
their summer, Deniz's classmate explains how she decided to reduce waste
after visiting the landfill in her town. Simple actions can make a big
difference!

THE SEED HAT by Sima Özkan and Kübra Teber
World except Turkish
When a young girl’s hat full of seeds flies away, the seeds spread out
everywhere. Discover what grows from these seeds and when to eat which
vegetables and fruits. An instructive book about healthy and seasonal eating.

270 x 185 / 40 pages

REDHOUSE KIDZ

200 x 200 / 32 pages

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THE ITCHY MOUNTAIN
Simlâ Sunay & Burcu Yılmaz
World except Turkish
Miners ruin the mountain’s skin and constructors
pour asphalt on its back. When a mountain asks for
its back to be scratched, the villagemen cut down
the trees to scratch it more. But the mountain
starts vomitting, gets cold and sick and finally it
stands silent.

220 x 220 / 40 pages

SOSO’S COMPOST
Sima Özkan & Orhan Ata
World except Turkish, Italian, Korean &
Simplified Chinese
Composting can be a fun activity for
children who love to play with mud. Meet
Soso, the little worm, and find out about
what food and items decompose. Learn
about recycling and ecology.

270 x 230 / 32 pages

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REDHOUSE KIDZ

REDHOUSE KIDZ

DREAM FIRST by Judith Malika Liberman & Zeynep Özatalay

STORIES FROM LEYLA FONTAINE SERIES by Tülin Kozikoğlu & Sedat Girgin

World except Turkish & Russian
Joseph was a tailor. He would dream up something new just for his
customers. One day, Joseph finally made himself a coat. When it got worn
out, he turned it into a jacket, and then a vest, then a tie. A brand-new series
(3 titles) to discover international folktales.

World except Turkish; Book 1-9 Simplified Chinese; Book 1-4 Spanish and
Catalan; Book 1-4: Polish, Book 1-9 Russian & Portuguese Brazil
Leyla Fontaine lives with nine quirky animals including a frog and a
porcupine! This is a series of nine books. Each story shows us different
characteristic problems of these animals such as stubbornness, laziness, anxiety
etc. Thus, children with the same problems can empathize with these
animals.
240 x 220 / 28 pages

220 x 255 / 40 pages

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

220 x 220 / 32 pages

BULLY FISH
Büşra Tarçalır Erol & Uğur Altun
World except Turkish
Bully Fish likes to make fun of others because it
made him feel powerful. One day, he comes
across a huge cat who is going to change Bully
Fish’s life dramatically by getting him to think
about power and loneliness…

PHILOSOPHY FOR CHILDREN SERIES

by Özge Özedemir & Ezgi Platin
World except Turkish
A series of four books that give children the perspective to think about everyday
problems, evaluate situations and understand common concepts. In each book,
students gather at the philosophy club, they listen to a mythological story and then they
debate about a specific topic related to that story…

120 x 180 / 40 pages

BEING A FOREST
Şiirsel Taş & Akın Düzakın
World except Turkish & Estonian
“I found a handful of soil in the middle of the city.
I took off my sandals and put my bare feet on the
ground opening my toes wide. Before I knew it, I
took root like a tree.” A powerful and poetic story
about the cycle of nature and about how a seed
or a small act can grow into greater things.

200 x 225 / 40 pages

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TULIPAN VERLAG BOARD BOOKS

TULIPAN VERLAG

PIMBUMUM’S TRAVELS by Nini Alaska
World except German
Pimbumum and his family are ready to go
on holiday – but will 23 suitcases, an
umbrella and a sailing boat fit in the small
car? With some good ideas, they finally
manage to get started and eventually
reach the beach. But will 23 suitcases fit
onto the sailing boat?...

250 x 230 / 40 pages

200 x 160 / 24 pages

ROASTED ALMONDS FOR GRISOU
Nikola Huppertz and Andrea Stegmaier
World except German
Parrot Grisou has never been at a Christmas
Market. And he has never eaten roasted
almonds! As one evening, Fabian, Nella and their
parents forget to close the door of his cage, he
takes his chance and escapes through the open
kitchen window.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

200 x 160 / 24 pages

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MY SANDWICH by Isabel Pin
World except German
Every day I take a sandwich with me to
kindergarten. But this is not just bread. But
where does it all come from? First,
Ferdinand the baker wakes up early every
morning and with flour, yeast, salt and water
he makes dough, shapes it and bakes it.

NOT A JOB FOR A WOLF by Annette Feldmann and Mareike Engelke
World except German
That’s not a job for a wolf – Isa hears this all the time, whenever she mentions what
she wants to become: A captain on a big ship. One day, she simply packs her bags
and goes to the port. Life on the sea isn’t easy but when a pirate ship shows up on
the horizon, Isa can finally prove that she is capable of much more than just
swabbing the deck and peeling potatoes!
250 x 230 / 40 pages

A BOX IS A BOX! IS NOT A BOX by Ulf K.
World except German
I see something you do not see...
A box is a box! Wrong! A simple cardboard
box can be so much more: a racing car, a
submarine to explore the sea, a plane and
even a time machine. You just have to let
your imagination run wild.

200 x 160 / 24 pages

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TULIPAN VERLAG

I AM ANIMALS by Amadeus Henhapl and Elsa Klever
World except German
It has been raining all day and Theo is bored to death at his Grandma’s
house. Roaming around, he finds a secret door behind which there is a
mysterious book which shows him how to turn into animals. At the end of
the story, children are encouraged to start drawing themselves the animal
they would like to turn into.

TOPLESS / 12+
Jutta Nymphius & Irmela Schautz
World except German
Amelie is 13 and really good at Photoshop. If only she
could photoshop her own life as well… She worries
about the fact she isn’t trendy and is insecure about
her body. One day a topless photo of Amelie goes
public in the chatroom of her class…

148 x 210 / 200 pages

TULIPAN VERLAG

210 x 280 / 40 pages

THEN I’LL GO NOW, TIME SAID by Bettina Obrecht & Julie Völk
World except German, Swedish, Danish & Estonian
It's Sunday and Time has come for a visit. Lara and Time are good friends.
But Lara's family seems to have something against it. They talk about passing
Time or even killing it. Time decides to leave. But nobody can help Lara as
no one seems to have time for Time. Will she trace its path?

148 x 210 / 144 pages

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THE YEAR WHEN THE BEES CAME / 10+
Petra Postert
World except German & Dutch
When Josy's grandfather passes away, she inherits
his beehive. Bees are not exactly her favourite pets.
But after a while, she discovers her love for the little
buzzing creatures. Shortlisted for the FrenchGerman Youth Literature Prize 2018.

148 x 210 / 192 pages

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HEART OF STONE / 10+
Jutta Nymphus
World except German
Kay seems to be out of favour with everyone and
since his father has lost his job, it isn’t pleasant at
home. When he is almost suspended from school, his
German teacher decides to give him one last chance.
From now on, Kay needs to take care of a specialneeds child, Greta.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GAWKIE, IS BROCCOLI POISONOUS? / 6+
Charlotte Habersack & Susanne Gohlich
World except German
Broccoli? Yuck! Jona does not like to eat green things.
His giraffe friend Gawkie comes along. Gawkie does
not mind eating green things. Also, couldn't Gawkie’s
long neck help Jona reach his dessert on the very top
shelf of the fridge?

148 x 210 / 48 pages

220 x 280 / 48 pages

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

WOONGJIN THINKBIG

WOONGJIN THINKBIG
THE POWER BOOK
A-hyeon Su
World except Korean
Children growing up have a lot of things that they
want to achieve. In this book, they become
superheroes in every way we can possibly imagine.
This picture book encourages readers to build up
their confidence and believe in themselves by
overcoming challenges and remembering those
moments.

190 x 232 / 44 pages

255 x 205 / 44 pages

BZZZ, HONEY PHARMACY
Bo-young Sim
World except Korean
Spring is just around the corner even in Oak
town. Everyone dusts off their clothes. Little
Bee and Ms. Flower-bee are going out to
collect nectar from all of the spring flowers
that have just blossomed splendidly.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THE LAST SUMMER by Ji-hyeon Kim
World except Korean

217 x 304 / 48 pages

A young boy goes on a summer trip with his family. Whilst he takes a walk with his
dog, he absorbs the energy from nature around him and the day remains an
unforgettable memory. Sometimes we are so busy that we allow many precious
moments to pass us by. Learn the importance of noticing everyday moments.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CORNER
Zo-o
World except Korean
The author loves a corner that makes her feel
comfortable and cosy, so she gives a corner in a
small room to a crow, wondering what will
happen to the space. Over time, the corner
becomes special space for the crow. Children feel
the need to have their own space as a safe place.
CORNER also reminds us of the need for a
balanced life between inside and outside.
147 x 282 / 64 pages

WOONGJIN THINKBIG

AN OLD TAILOR SHOP AT THE INTERSECTION by Ahn Jaesun

HOTEL FOR GERMS by Sung-hwa Kim; Su-jin Kwon & Ryeong-eon Kim
World except Korean, Complex & Simplified Chinese, Japanese, Spanish,
Russian, Indonesian & English
Can you see me? I’m long and chubby. I live inside a large hotel that moves
all the time. I’m a colon bacillus and I live on the middle floor of the hotel.
Inside the dark and curvy large intestine of yours!

World except Korean

210 x 270 / 32 pages

“Chronicling 100 years of history of a small men’s tailor shop in Seoul, retold
with dog-headed figures, and making judicious use of colour based on
browns and greys, this exquisite picture book shows the details of the
crowded city, tailoring tools and processes, and a fascinating variety of body
shapes being measured and fitted with bespoke suits." BOLOGNA RAGAZZI
AWARD - OPERA PRIMA 2020 MENTION.

270 x 215 / 44 pages

WOONGJIN THINKBIG

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THREE LITTLE PIGS BEYOND THE PAGES by Kyungmi Ahn
World except Korean, Simplified and Complex Chinese
A charming and clever version of THE THREE LITTLE PIGS that invites the
reader to engage in the story and to become part of the book. Will the three
little pigs manage to build a perfect steady house?

World except Korean, English, Spanish, Complex &
Simplified Chinese, Brazil, Japanese, Ukrainian, Polish &
French

Follow plastic toys across the ocean for months
and learn about how plastic survives and remains
plastic, and why this is harmful to the
environment. Did you know that plastic accounts
for a significant portion of waste?

270 x 215 / 44 pages

PLASTICS, THEIR PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
Eun-ju Kim & Ji-won Lee

DR. SNOW, TELL US ABOUT CHOLERA!
Bo-yoon Choi & Byung-il Ye
World except Korean & Indonesian

In this semi-educomic book, Dr. Snow, the first
person to map the real cause of cholera, explains
his investigation into cracking the mystery of this
deadly disease. Follow Dr. Snow’s investigation
and find out what cholera is, why it is so
dangerous, and how we can prevent ourselves
from contracting this disease in our daily lives.

270 x 215 / 44 pages

270 x 215 / 44 pages

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MAMUT COMICS

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

190 x 260 / 40 pages

MIKI’S WORLD
Miguel B. Nunez
World except Spanish, Catalan & French
Miki is very brave and does not hesitate for a
second to follow a butterfly that passes
through. He will be exposed to many dangers
without even noticing. For readers with nerves
of steel!

CAPTAIN NINO AND THE LOST TREASURE
Marta Cunill
World except Spanish, Catalan & French
Captain Nino is bored. He hasn’t sailed for far too
long. How about a treasure hunt as the best
medicine against boredom? Let’s go! But Captain
Nino will need the reader’s help. First title in this
new READ AND PLAY SERIES.

200 x 230 / 52 pages

190 x 260 / 40 pages

CHURRO AND THE MAGICIAN by Gastón Caba
World except Spanish, Catalan, French & English
Churro misses his bus for school. Luckily he finds a magic wand. An exciting
day is ahead, but not for everyone.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MY GOOD STAR by Cecila Pisos & Gastón Caba
World except Spanish, Catalan & French
One night, while braiding her hair, Lucia's mother picks up a star from the
sky and hangs it on Lucia’s hairstyle... Immediately, the girl and her star
become inseparable! But can we really tame a star?

165 x 200 / 32 pages

MAMUT COMICS 3+

BANG EDICIONES

SUPERPOTATO SERIES (9 titles) by Artur Laperla
World except Spanish, Catalan, Basque, Gallego, French, English & Italian
Dr. Evil has transformed Supermax, our hero with the best hairstyle ever,
into a potato, and he is planning to do the same with anyone who doesn’t
agree with him! What Dr. Evil doesn’t know is that even as a
potato, Supermax is not an ordinary tuber. He is Superpotato!

PLUTOCRACY by Abraham Martinez
World except Spanish, Catalan, French & English
Year 2051. The largest company in the world, called The Company, takes
over the government on a planetary level and begins to run it as if it were a
company. In a plutocracy, being richer is equivalent to having more power.
There are no longer elections, but shareholders’ meetings in which the vote
is based on the number of shares that each citizen owns.

200 x 270 / 144 pages

190 x 260 / 64 pages

MAMUT COMICS 6+/ 9+

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I DON’T WANT TO BE MUM
Irene Olmo
World except Spanish (Spain) & French
I DO NOT WANT TO BE MUM is an
autobiographical story about non-maternity by
choice and about the situations and conflicts
generated by making a decision that is still
taboo for our society.

150 x 210 / 100 pages

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

190 x 260 / 64 pages

LILY THE MEGA FLY SERIES (3 titles)
Pep Brocal
World except Spanish, Catalan & French
Lily lives with her family in an old house. A
gigantic explosion at the chemical factory leads
to a cell modification in insects and a mutates
their size. What would the world be like if one
day a chemical accident made all insects humansized?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INTRANSEXTELLAR by Jimi Macías
World except Spanish (Spain) & French
A graphic science fiction novel set in Madrid
in the early 90’s. The story fundamentally
reflects on gender roles and alludes to issues
that are currently topical, such as
transsexuality and the visibility of LGBT+
families.

220 x 290 / 180 pages

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

190 x 260 / 56 pages

THE SUPER GANG SERIES (3 titles)
Christine Beigel & Pierre Fouillet
World except Spanish, Catalan, French & English
Lulu is a perfectly normal girl, apart from the fact
that her dad, Robert Châtainclair, is a secret
agent. It is so top secret that he doesn't know it
himself. When the terrible Max Simome and his
dogs kidnap her parents, Lulu turns into SuperLulu. Will she succeed in saving them?

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MARIA LEBEDEVA
Maria Lebedeva is an illustrator and lecturer currently based in Somerset
West, South Africa. Children’s books are her absolute favourite thing in the
world, and she has a passion for crafting visual storylines. Her work has been
published by Bumble Books, Imagnary House and Lapa Publishers in South
Africa, and shown in many local galleries.

NEIGHBOURS
World except Hebrew, English, French, Spanish,
Catalan, Italian, German, Turkish, Korean, Simplified
& Complex Chinese, Azerbaijani, Portuguese (BR+PT),
Latvian, Afrikaans, Dutch & Japanese
A young girl imagines who lives in her building. By
the first door, a unicycle is always parked - a family
of acrobats must live there. The second door is
strong and heavy and covered with locks - a couple
of infamous robbers hide there…
SAND CASTLE
World except English, French, Italian, Spanish,
Catalan, Hebrew, Simplified Chinese & Turkish
A young girl is on the beach with her parents building
a sandcastle, but not just any castle. A real castle
with a seaside view. She is expecting guests – Kings
and Queens from all around the world. They have a
good time until trouble starts over breakfast when
the guests find sand in their food… Let the
adventure begin!

210 x 270 / 48 pages

IT COULD BE WORSE
World except French, English, Hebrew, Simplified
Chinese & Turkish
After their ship sinks, two sailors are stranded in
the middle of the ocean drifting on a piece of
wood. One sailor wonders what could go worse,
while the second one is sure it could not be
worse or could it? A funny tale about life
perspectives and pooping flying fish.

210 x 270 / 48 pages

Einat Tsarfati graduated with honours from the Visual Communication
department at Bezalel, Academy of Arts and Design in Jerusalem. She is a
prolific and versatile illustrator of picture books, graphic novels, posters,
calendars and toys. THE NEIGHBOURS has become an international
bestseller sold in 19 languages. She is now working on IT COULD BE WORSE:
IN THE JUNGLE, a fun picture book about always looking on the bright side
of life.

210 x 270 / 48 pages

Renata Bueno is a Brazilian architect and artist who currently lives and works
in Portugal. Her books are published by major Brazilian publishers and
have won the Jabuti Award. She is also published internationally and is
developing a new series with Bayard Editions in France. THE CLOTHESLINE,
THE SCALE, THE MIRROR and THE TUNNEL introduce concepts such as
sequences, patterns, and angles to young children.

210 x 270 / 48 pages

EINAT TSARFATI

185 x 270 / 40 pages

RENATA BUENO

MT BIZNES

MT BIZNES
BARRIER-FREE COMMUNICATION: HOW TO
UNDERSTAND AND BE UNDERSTOOD
Beata Kozyra
World except Polish
The world is moving forward, and with it, successive
generations Y and Z are reaching for ever newer
communication tools. The ICT generations
communicate predominantly by social media and
other e-tools which, while they allow for
overcoming the barrier of time and space, also
impoverish human relationships.

MOUNT EVEREST FOR A LEADER
Anna Sarnacka-Smith
World except Polish
Leadership is not a position — it is strength of character. You already have the potential to be the leader
with whom the team will want to realize its full
potential and with whom customers will want to
grow their businesses. The key is to find your values
and stay loyal to them, to know your potential, to appreciate the differences between people, and to
draw on that diversity in team building.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PSYCHOLOGY OF CHANGE MANAGEMENT IN
YOUR PERSONAL AND BUSINESS LIFE
Angelika Chimkowska
World except Polish
-Are you planning to deliver on your New Year’s
resolutions, goals or dreams this year?
-You already know that an easy three-step change
is like a slimming pill? It gives the illusion of being
effective… and then has a yo-yo effect.
-Are you facing a change in your business situation
and want to plan the process well?

E-MARKETING
Grzegorz Mazurek
World except Polish
E-marketing is one of the fastest expanding fields of
knowledge. This book allows you to keep up with the
changing field of digital marketing. From it, you will
learn valuable techniques and applications that will
allow you to analyse the effects of your marketing
activities, improve customer satisfaction and, as a
result, accelerate the growth of your company.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VISUAL THINKING IN BUSINESS: EFFICIENT
COMMUNICATION
Karolina Jóźwik
World except Polish
Visual thinking is a process that helps us
interpret, assimilate, and convey information
better. Experiment with drawings, exercises,
communication and whatever else you would
like. The result will be tremendous: YOU WILL
TRY, YOU WILL OBSERVE AND YOU WILL DECIDE
IF IT IS RIGHT FOR YOU!

PERSUASIVE POKER: A DECK OF THE BEST SALES,
PRESENTATION AND COMMUNICATION
TECHNIQUES
Adam Czajkowski & Grzegorz Zaluski
World except Polish
Persuasive poker is a book based on the idea of short
and practical chapters. These chapters are a
collection of 54 cards, as in the classic deck of cards.
A rich source of information on persuasion,
communication, presentation and ethical techniques
of exerting influence.

